The Fisher Burner produces an intensely hot flame for all types of laboratory heating operations including many ignitions and incinerations which otherwise would require the use of compressed air.

The flame produced by the Fisher Burner is short and wide and is uniformly hot throughout. The entire Fisher flame is 2,300°F hotter than the inner cone of the Bunsen flame. This is made possible by the unique design of the burner and the deep grid at the top.

3-902
The Fisher Burner is constructed of non-rusting materials throughout—a packing gland around the needle valve prevents leaks. The diameter of the grid of this burner is 42 mm.

No. 3-902 Fisher Burner, for both artificial and natural gas. Each $2.25

(No. 3-902P Fisher Burner, for cylinder gases such as Pyrofax, etc., Each $2.25)

Manufacturers-Distributors

FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO. EIMER AND AMEND
Pittsburgh, Penna. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.

Headquarters for Laboratory Supplies
Science: published weekly by The Science Press, Lancaster, Pa.
Entered as second-class matter July 18, 1923, at the Post Office at Lancaster, Pa., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
ZOOLGY

Experimental Studies on Ectoparasitoidal Control of the Development of Supplementary Reproductive in the Termite Genus Zootermopsis
[Formerly Termopsis]

By S. F. LIGHT
University of California Publications in Zoology

Volume 43, No. 17, pp. 413-454,
12 figures in text

Price, 50 cents

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS

Berkeley 4 Los Angeles 24

Please address all communications to the University of California Press, Berkeley 4, California.

THE VERTEBRATE EYE and its adaptive radiation
by GORDON L. WALLS

Praised by 40 reviews, representing 17 sciences.
785 pages, 483 illustrations in 197 figures
1 folded plate, 11 tables.
$6.50 post paid

When ordering direct, please enclose remittance.

CRANBROOK INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

WANTED—OSTEOLoGIST by a leading biological supply house, to prepare and mount highest quality skeletons (mostly vertebrates). State education, age, experience, background. Salary depends on our evaluation of your experience. Permanent connection. Address Box “OS,” c/o SCIENCE, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

OCCUPpUNITIES AVAILABLE
(a) Chemist; preferably Ph.D. trained in nutrition to direct medical advertising and promotional activities of large food company; $7,500; Middle West. (b) Two Ph.D.’s—one with major in bacteriology—for research work with large pharmaceutical company; Middle West; $4,000. (c) Biochemist and, also, an organic chemist; former appointment requires Master’s or its equivalency and ability to carry on independent investigations; latter should be Ph.D. Interested in synthetic side of organic chemistry; research laboratories, large pharmaceutical company; East. (d) Instructor in biology; college having student enrollment of 700, located short distance from several important teaching centers; East, S9-1. Medical Bureau (Burns, Larson, Director) Palmolive Building, Chicago, Illinois.

THE SCIENCE PRESS PRINTING COMPANY

PRINTERS OF SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS, MONOGRAPHS AND BOOKS

Correspondence Invited

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
FLAMES THAT CUT TIME!

YOU ARE LOOKING at a great timesaver developed for the production of things of steel. It is the flame-planing method of The Linde Air Products Company.

When steel plates are beveled or squared-up for welding, the edges usually look something like this ; or like this .

By flame-planing, this beveling job is done in a fraction of the time formerly required. The reaction of oxygen with the hot steel does all the cutting.

UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION

30 East 42nd Street New York 17, N.Y.

ALLOYS AND METALS
Electro Metallurgical Company
Haynes Steelite Company
United States Vanadium Corporation

CHEMICALS
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation

ELECTRODES, CARBONS & BATTERIES
National Carbon Company, Inc.

Linde research, engineering, and process service—always continuous, and today greatly intensified—is bringing new and improved developments in flame-planing, flame-cutting, flame-fabricating, and flame-conditioning for metals to almost every major industry.

Consulting engineers, production managers, contractors, educators, and designers are invited to send for the non-technical picture caption booklet O.9 "Linde Oxy-Acetylene Processes." This booklet shows the wide range of LINDE methods.
AGAIN AVAILABLE
Dowmetal Multiple Carriers for Large Scale Blood Testing

Cat. No. 380  6-place multiple carrier for six 5/8" x 4" blood serum tubes.

Cat. No. 381  8-place multiple carrier for eight 1/2" x 4" blood serum tubes.

128 Tube Capacity

Shown above, the 16-place head, No. 250A, for the Size 2 Centrifuge only, complete with sixteen No. 381 carriers. Total capacity 128 1/2" x 4" tubes. With No. 380 carriers, capacity 96 5/8" x 4" tubes. Same carriers may be used in the 8-place head, No. 240, in the Size 1 Centrifuges with one-half the number of tubes.

Consult Your Dealer or Write Us
INTERNATIONAL EQUIPMENT CO.
352 Western Ave. Boston, Mass.
Makers of Fine Centrifuges

Klett made • • •
Glass Absorption Cells

Fused under high temperature with acid, alkali and other solvent resisting cement. Optical flat walls. Many stock sizes. Special requirements made to order.

Klett Manufacturing Co.
179 East 87th Street, New York, New York

MINERALIGHT
ULTRAVIOLET LAMPS

For Science and Industry
Great variety of models. Prices $24.75 up
Write for catalog Prompt Delivery
PHOTOVOLT CORP.
95 Madison Ave. New York 16, N. Y.
CRYSTALLINE BIOTIN
For Microbiological Assay and Research

- Standardized solutions of crystalline biotin for microbiological assay procedures are available in following quantities:
  1 ml. ampuls—25 micrograms  1.00 each . . . 7.50 dozen
Since crystalline biotin is now more readily available, the special SMACO biotin concentrates will be discontinued when present supplies are exhausted.

For further information, write
GENERAL BIOCHEMICALS, INC. • CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO
DIVISION WYETH INCORPORATED
SARGENT HIGH SPEED "Enclosed Safety Head"
MICRO and SEMI-MICRO CENTRIFUGES

There are no externally moving parts and therefore no possibility for injury from accidental contact with an exposed, revolving head. The head is completely enclosed in a lightweight cast metal housing having walls \( \frac{1}{4} \)" thick.

Centrifuges of this design are available in models taking shields to accommodate glassware ranging from 0.5 ml to 5 ml centrifuge tubes or 4 x 1/2 inch test tubes. Speeds range from 3300 to 4400 r.p.m. depending on voltage and tube and shield combinations.

These centrifuges are stable and free of vibration. They are equipped with "on" and "off" switch, cover and three rubber feet to prevent creeping.

S-46800 Micro Centrifuge — High Speed, Angle Head, Four Place, Sargent. Complete with four place angle head, 4 shields with rubber cushions to take 0.5, 1 and 2 ml standard centrifuge tubes S-17865 but without glassware. For operation from 115 volt A.C. or D.C. circuits.......................................................... $28.50

S-46801 Semi-Micro Centrifuge—High Speed, Angle Head, Four Place, Sargent. Complete with four place head, 4 shields with rubber cushions to take standard 3 ml centrifuge tubes S-17865, or 10 x 75 mm test tubes S-79515, but without glassware. For operation from 115 volt A.C. or D.C. circuits............. $28.70

S-46797 Semi-Micro Centrifuge—High Speed, Angle Head, Four Place, Sargent. Complete with four place conical head, 4 shields with rubber cushions to take 4 x 1/2 inch test tubes or 5 ml conical centrifuge tubes, but without glassware or adapters. For operation from 115 volt A.C. or D.C. circuits............................. $34.00

S-46808 Adapter—Used with No. 46797 semi-micro centrifuge to take No. 46802 shield which accommodates 0.5, 1, and 2 ml centrifuge tubes and No. 46803 shield for 3 ml centrifuge tubes and 10 x 75 mm test tubes. Each ................................................................. $0.25

S-46802 Micro Shield—For 0.5, 1 and 2 ml centrifuge tubes........................................ $0.55

S-46803 Shield—For 3 ml centrifuge tubes and 10 x 75 mm test tubes. Each.................. $0.60

E. H. SARGENT & CO., 155-165 East Superior Street, Chicago 11, Illinois
Michigan Division: 1959 East Jefferson, Detroit 7, Michigan
The flashing colors of a diamond and the clear tints of a rainbow had been seen by countless people before Sir Isaac Newton asked, 'How are these colors formed?'

His memoir on "Opticks" records the answer in a quaintly worded Theorem: "The light of the sun consists of rays differently refrangible." This conclusion, based on many experiments with crude glass prisms and a pencil of sunlight slanting into a shuttered room, laid the foundation of all spectroscopy. Further, it led Newton to invent the reflecting telescope, because he thought that his prismatic colors would make an achromatic lens forever impossible.

Today, Sir Isaac Newton's successors are exploring new worlds of astronomy, chemistry, metallurgy, photography and vision with lenses and prisms in instruments of constantly increasing accuracy. Many of these modern explorers—in industry, education and the armed forces—have called on Perkin-Elmer for help in blazing new trails in optical science.

This exchange of ideas with leaders in the sciences plus war-inspired production methods will enable Perkin-Elmer to incorporate in post-war scientific optical instruments extra refinements that will open up new avenues of investigation.

**WHAT PERKIN-ELMER MAKES**

Custom-built optical instruments for industrial analysis, control, and inspection.

New optical devices to solve specific problems, such as the all-purpose infra-red spectrometer.

Special elements such as fine lenses, prisms, flats, photographic objectives, interferometer plates, retardation plates, Cornu prisms, Rochon prisms, Nicol prisms.

---

**THE PERKIN-ELMER CORPORATION**

**GLENBROOK, CONN.**
To Win a Battle or Build a Better Mousetrap

Here is a rangefinder prism ... the glass heart of one of the most precise optical instruments that the ingenuity of man has produced ... so accurate that the angular error amounts to no more than 1 inch to 6⅝ miles. Created by Bausch & Lomb, every step in its manufacture has been controlled by the world’s finest optical glass technicians. From the selection of the ingredients from which the optical glass is made to the final polishing the objective has been to make America’s gunfire the most accurate and deadly in the world.

This is the same care and these the same skills that are also producing the fine optical instruments used in the furtherance of our war effort. Tomorrow, many of those instruments will be available to help build better lawn-mowers ... razor blades ... automobiles ... vacuum cleaners, etc. ... to hasten progress in scientific research, medicine and education.

In the days of peace to come, the skilled craftsmanship that is now devoted to the production of complex rangefinder prisms will turn to the creation of even finer optical systems for the instruments used by the many branches of science, education and industry. New and improved optical methods for material control and production control ... new fields of usefulness for instruments, ranging from research microscopes and spectrogaphs to hand magnifiers ... these are our promise to the future. We suggest that you discuss your postwar optical instrument requirements with us now.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y.

MAKERS OF OPTICAL GLASS AND A COMPLETE LINE OF OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR MILITARY USE, EDUCATION, RESEARCH, INDUSTRY AND EYESIGHT CORRECTION AND CONSERVATION
NEW METHODS IN THE STUDY OF STELLAR SPECTRA¹

By DR. OTTO STRUVE

YERKES OBSERVATORY, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, AND MCDONALD OBSERVATORY, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS

This year marks the one hundredth anniversary of one of the greatest contributions to astronomy: In 1844 Bessel published a paper on the Astronomische Nachrichten in which he showed that the slow angular proper motions of Procyon and Sirius are slightly irregular and that in the case of Sirius the departures of the observations from uniform, rectilinear motion are suggestive of a period of fifty years. Eighteen years later Alvan G. Clark discovered a faint companion to Sirius in the place predicted by Bessel's successors. The period of this companion, according to a recent orbit by Volet, is 49.94 years—almost precisely the value deduced by Bessel. The extraordinary physical character of the companion of Sirius—the first white dwarf known to astronomers—has been the subject of many recent investigations on the structure of the stars and on the properties of matter in the degenerate state. These remarkable advances in physical science were possible because Sirius is not a single star, but is a binary pair in which the brilliant primary serves as an indicator of the distance, size and mass of the system. The fundamental contribution by Bessel consisted in the use of a new method: The proper motions were used to reveal the existence of an invisible (until then) companion.

It is appropriate that in view of this anniversary I should devote my address to a description of several new methods which have been of help in our investigations of double stars. We are no longer dependent solely upon visual observations of wide pairs which can be resolved in our telescopes or upon accurate proper motions to infer the existence of invisible companions. Photometric measurements of the brightnesses of certain stars show periodic oscillations which can only be explained if we assume that in a close unresolved pair the plane of the orbit lies in the line of sight and that each component eclipses the other one

¹ Address of the retiring vice-president and chairman of Section D of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (1943).